Ninja and Dragon Fire Bookmarks

1. GATHER SUPPLIES
   - Paper, various colors
   - Marker
   - Popsicle sticks
   - Tape
   - Scissors
   - Glue stick

2. CREATE FIRE BURSTS
   - To make dragon fire burst version, stack pieces of red, orange and yellow paper together and fold the pile vertically
   - Cut into the folded edge, making continuous points in an arc
   - Fan out the cutouts until you can see all of the colored points
   - Glue the cutouts together

3. CUT NINJA HEADS
   - Cut out circle to make ninja head bookmark (baseball size works!)

4. ADD A NINJA FACE
   - Cut and paste a yellow rectangle across the circle
   - Using the marker, draw a face. Sideways elongated S’s make the ninja eyebrows, and small circles on the bottom inside of the S’s make the eyes

5. FINISH
   - Tape the popsicle stick to the back of the circles and bursts
   - Add a ninja saying or personalize
   - Use your bookmark the next time you kick back with a good read!

ASK AN ADULT FOR HELP